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Lord Jim and Ulider \'lestern Eyes:,-.
~{o

Treatments of Guilt and Atonement

Francis Butler
English 454, Honors ~aper
Adviser, !vIr;' NartinezPizarro

4/26/1982

In his Journal, Andre Gide once '.'frote:. ItMuch interested by
the relationship I discover between Under Western Eyes and Lord
Jim. ui Certainly these two novels by Conrad bear many striking resemblances to one another.

Both are about guilt and the need for

expiation, and the narrators of both are characters within the
novel.

Ned ther

narrator is present; when the central character

commi ts the aC.t which triggers his sense of guilt and influences
his behavior throughout the rest, of the novel.

Both na.:I1;r.'ators

learn the details of the event from the central character's. description of it.
A

closer look at the two books, however, reveals differences

as well as simi1ari t.ies.

Lord Jim is full of exotic imagery and-

long, rich descriptions designed to convey moods:.
r1arve110us stillness pervaded the, world, and the stars, togetherwith the serenity of their rays, s.eemed to shed upon
the' earth the as sura.'''lC ,e . of. everlasting security. The young ,
moon:. recurved, and, shining low in the west, '''las like a slender shaving throvm up from a bar of gold, and the Arabian
Sea, smooth and cool to the eye like a sheet, of ice, extended ~ts. perfect level to the perfect circle of a dark horizon.

A

The descriptions in lJnder v{este;rn Eyes tend to be a good deal more
spare, and less metaphorical.

\'lhen extended, they are often ironk

ic:
To his right, beyond the toy-like jetties, he saw the green
slopes framing the Petit, Lac in all the marvellous' banality
of the picturesque made with painted cardboard, with the more
distant stret:ch of water inanimate and shining like a piece
of tino 3
Not. only is the language of the two books different.

The narrator

of :Onder 'tqestern Eyes. is much more detached from Razumov than r-larlow is from Jim9
Lord Jim

Finally, the two books have different focuses o

shows a series of

ev~ntR'and

presents many possible. in-

2

terpretations of their moral significance.

It asks the reader to

attempt to evaluate these interpretations.

Under Western Eyes

do~s

not: so much pose the question of the significance of Razum-

ov's actions as show their motivations.

Jim is interesting be ...;:

cause the; absolute significance of his actions is hard to evaluate.

of+eh

His motivations arel\not clearly shown.

tions are cle:arly and. convincingly analyzed.
in order to maintain. stability in his life.

RazumoV!'!!s. mot-i"Wc3.sc ( .
lie. betrays Haldin
He then discovers:

that the Russian goV'ernment is no more interes:ted in providing him
wi th a s.table and secure life. than are the revolutioni:s:ts.. " The.
government:. is i tS.el.f no more than another anar.chic force;.

Razu-

moV' is caught between the forces of autocracy and revolution
throughout. the book.

In the end, he re.jects autocracy, horrifie.d

by the havoc: it has va>eaked on the. Haldin. family, and confesses,

I

ignoring horrifying aspects of the revolutionists themselves.
Lord Jim poses moral problems.

Under Western ;§yes deals with the.

psychological experience of guilt and atonement.
A comparison of tw,o books by the.' same. author, with somewhat;
similar theme:s' and narrative formats; provides an opportunity to
examine. the relation of the form of a novel to its: content.

In

altering his treatment of the; subject. of guilt and expiation in
order to shift his emphasis from questions: of absolute, guilt and
redemption to psychological. revelation, Conrad gives a'
different: tone to Under "lestern E.,yes than to Lord Jim.
The form of

...

~Q~<l tT~IIl

is carefully controlled, mainly through

those shifts in narration which are so frustrating on a first
reading.

As the book progresses, each section is narrated in a

way appropriate to it alone.

The omniscient narrator of. the

3

-

first four chapters provides a sleet.ch of Jim's life up to the Pat-

.nats

collision and a brief description of the inquiry, at which

. the emphasis on tangible facts so infuriates Jim:

It

They demanded

facts from him, as iIft facts could explain anything. n4 The reader,
at this point, is even more at a loss than Jim, not knmving even
\.,hy Jim is at the inquiry..

If the omniscient narrator 'vere' to

tell more, he would be forced to discuss the incident": itself', and.
in so doing, would almost certainly point to some absolut.e. interpretation of its caus.es and significance.

To avoid this, Conrad

introduces ]'1arlow, a man whose information on the incident; comes
only from Jim, and ''Iho cannot himself reach and maintain any conclusions about. the significance of these events..

At .one moment,

l1arlow does: all he can to separate himself from Jim, and at the
next he acknovlledges him as "one of us II "

11arlow also leads the

reader to question his motives, at times speaking as i.:fi'. he were
only interested in helping Jim, and at others of uburyingU him in
the interest of "putting out of sight

al~

the 'reminders of. our

//

folly, of our weakness, of our mortality,,115 This inconsistenc,y
casts doubt on all of r.1arlow t s statements and forces the reader
to attempt to sort them out for himself ..
The ambiguous reaction Ivlarlow provokes is not his only advantage. as a narl"ator.

In chapters five through thirty-five, 11arlow

. rambles away to his listeners.

He d'escri besc.. the 'chief engineer

hallucinating about pink toads, Brierly, driven to suicide by his
horror at Jim's weakness, Cheste;r, ready to use Jim as he would
an inanimate object, the French Lieutenant, unable to conceive of
life without honor, and others.

The attitudes and experiences of
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these people all have a bearing, in one way or another, on the
central theme of the book: the significance of' human moral failure.

By means of Marlow's verbal digressions, Conrad juxtaposes

conversations and events that are not contemporaneous, but have a
related significance. 6 Marlow rambles some\vhat less as he recounts,Jim's attempt to escape from his past, his own conversation Vii th Stein, and Jim' s early experiences in Patusan.
stops talking and becomes a ,\,iri ter.
contradicts himself less.

He then

As such, he digresses and '

He does manage to present a few more

sidelights on Jim's story in his remarks to the ltpriviliged readern and his description of Jewel and Tamb t Itam's reactions to
Jim's failure to fight.
In the penultimate paragraph, he says that Jim's reality
sometimes comes to him "vd th an overwhelming force, 1/ but that at
others he IIpasses from my eyes like a disembodied spirit.,,7 Harlow's book-long struggle' to reach a conclusinn about Jim 1 s significance has failed.

The implication is that the reader must

solve, or fail to solve, the problem for himsel'f.
Critical response to the book has varied widely..,

Gustav

Morf and Albert J. Guerard see Jim as guilty in leaping from the
Patna

and doomed t.o destruction by his se~se of guilt in the end.• 8 ,9

Edward Cranks haw sees the book as a description of a human experience vii th no absolute moral meaning. 10 Ian \iatt sees Jim as failing initially, but finally redeeming himself by beha5rihg"honorably.11
In ·concluding this, Watt asserts that Jim's apparent betrayal of
Jewel is insignificant when set against his adherence to an ideal
of integrity.

Yet she and Tamb t Itam are faithful to him, while

he does not live up to their expectations.

It is hard not to sym-

5
pathize \'lhen Jewel says: "He has left me.

You always leave us--

for your own ends. n12 Her and Tamb f Itam's sense of being failed
by Jim adds to the ambiguity of the book.
There seems little question that Jim fails when he deserts
the Patna, but at the same time all men, even such strong ones as
the French Lieutenant and Stein, are capable of failure.
are just lucky enough not to experience it.

Some

Watt's claim that

Jim redeems himself in the end is fairly convincing, but clouded
by the presence of Jewel and Tamb' Itam.

It is the

qualifica~

tions and apparent contradictions which permeate Lord Jim

that

have made it such a pop}:lltar subject of criticism for so long.
Oonrad:' s '. political novels:. generalljr tend ,';to. be -,more;.' e~ . "
cerned with psychology as well as politics, and less with queso,,'
tions of absolute moral significance than his earlier works.
Monygham in

~ostromo

is Conrad's most noteworthy study on the

theme of guilt and atonement between Lord Jim and
Eyes,.

Dr.

~r

Western

F. R. Leans refers to 1-10nygham as. !fa stronger and qui te_

unequivocal Lord Jim IP u13 In fact, he is much more of a psychological study than Jim.

As the omniscient third person narrator of

Nostromo,puts it, his conduct is guided by Uthe imaginative exaggeration of a correct feeling. n14 He has signed a meaningle.ss
piece of paper implicating himself and a group
existent conspiracy.

of~

"others; ,in a non-

The others would have been arrested and tor-

mented vii thout his signature, and all have been forced to sign
similar pieces of paper.

Honygham, in fact, stood up under tor"t'"

ture longer than most before Signing.

He has not injured anyone

by his confession, and has no reason to feel guilty, but he doesl)

6
The most terrifying thing about Dr. I\10nygham is not his

).

false confession, but what has happened to his personality as a
result of it.

He has become utterly devoted to !'1rs. Gould, Ifbut

his devotion, absorbing all his sensibilities, had left his heart
steeled against remorse and Pi~.1115 He considers himself degraded, and hence exempt from furthu+ degradation.

Thus, he not. only

He is an up-

risks his own life, but causes the death of another.

standing, moral man who has been dehumanized by his sense of
guil.t.

In saving the mine, he rehabilitates himself in his own

eyes and lives on, freed from his self-imposed burden.
~~'M0nygham

is a relatively minor character in Nostromo,

and rec,ezlves limited treatment, but Razumov is the central character of Under vlestern Eyes, which is built around his story.

The,

form of Under 'IV-estern Ey,e[3., like that of ;Lord Jim, is adapted to
its subject.

Unlike Marlow, the narrator does not color the book

",,,i th his own personality.

He does not digress as 1,'Iarlow does and

is thoroughly detached from Razumov.

His detachment, combined

with his access to Razumov's diary, allows him to analyze Razumov
much more effectively than Marlow can analyse' Jiin:.
ly

"repea~;what

~

I'llarlow ',can on-

Jim has,chbsel1:,;to 'te.ll him, and hiso'!Jlll:rc.raetion ,;

to Jim keeps influencing his storyt,elling.

The language teacher,

on the other hand, is largely a transcriber of Razumovts thoughts
as recorded in his diary.

He is so Marly omniscient, that at

one point Conrad is carried avlaY and has him describin.g Prince
X;~,is

sadness as he sits alone in his study.

The teacher is, in

fact, mainly a mouthpiece for Conrad himself.

Because the entire

action

of~

the novel'

.is'~

presented by the ,teacher, Conrad'

is~

less,

able tu. uS.e narrative shifts to achieve 'special ',. effects than he
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is in Lord Jim.

Thus he is sometimes con.fronted with a choice be-

tween achieving a narrative effect and maintaining the narrator

In such instances, he sacrifices the

as a believable persona.
coherence of the persona.

Fortunately, the novel's design does not require the sort o£
complex narrative shifting that Lord Jim's
sary.

~he

design makes neces-·

only break in the narrative that seems quit:e artifi-

cial in view of the old teacher's nature is at the end of Part:
One, where Razumovfs conversation with Y'Tikulin is cut off at the
words ttvlhere to?"

It is certainly an effective break.

The. words.

U\fuere ton give an excellent s.ense of. Razumov's helplessne.ss and
entrapment.

They v/ould not stick in the memory as they do, were.

they followed by the rest of the conversation.

However, the

nar~

rator's claim that because the story is a true one he ltwould not:
even invent: a transition,,1is quite unconvincing.

It seems even .,

more unlikely when, nearly two hundred pages later, he returns to
the conversation.

Had he wished to tell the story as directly as

possible, Conrad would no doubt have sent Razumov off to Geneva
before turning to de.scri be the Raldins.

Such a linear narrative.

would have been more appropriate to the old teacher, though not
as sriking or interesting.

It could be argued that the teacher

is attempting to present Razurnov's predicament and his response

to it as forcefully as possible, and has chosen to break the book
up in order to do thiso

If so, he is all the more a mouthpiece

for Conrad, who is using the same technique to achieve the same
goal.
There may be a question \'lhy the narrator is introduced as a
character at all if he so completely represents Conrad's view-

8

point.

Several reasons are given in the Author's note, the

~ost

important being his use, Uin'the,way'of'comment U and in producing
lithe effect of actuality .. " 17 1flhen the narrator makes comments
which Conrad agrees \vi th, he se,ems to be only a man reporting
what he observes.

It would be easier to accuse Conrad of

preju~

dice if he put his comments into the mouth of an omniscient narrator who was obviously an extension of himself.

The narrator also

gives the story the flavor of authenticity with his insistence on
the plain truth of. the tale \vhich distinguishes it from works of,
imagination..

In the Author's Note, Conrad is at great pains to

emphasize that the horror of the story lies in its being
'<;:ommonplace for Russia.

quit-~

\vhether or not he was correct, Conrad

saw himself as portraying a terrible reality in the
Albert J.. Guerard has claime d that. in

book~

V~g.eI,', W
~s t'ern

.Eyes, ..

Itthe narrator's own obtuseness is one of the great sources of ....
sympathy for the damned.

His mumbling about' ltV/estern readers r

and about a tlurid Russian coloring' at the moment of the

Hal~

din" s most intense grief increases sympathy for the Russians generally,, 1I18PhiS claim is a bit excessive. The remarks Guerard refers to do not ironically hint at the narrator's lack of penetration.
They are a plain attempt to
point out the great differences which both Conrad and the narrator see bet-ween Russia and the West.

Through the narrator, Con"""

rad manages to portray Razumov and the Haldins sympathetically,
but there is every reason to believe that he shared the narxa..,

- j ;",

tor t s view of Russia as a place ruled by laws alien and largely _,
incomprehensible to westerners.

He once vITote in a letter: "I

9

knolti ext:nem~ly little of Russians.

Practically nothing. t/ 19 If

anything is ironic, .it is Conrad's writing a novel on a subject
of which he claimed such ignorance.

Even Guerard seems to back-

track in his conclusions on the book, admitting that the narrator
"may well reflect Conrad t s cool vievis ~ ,,20 and claiming that it is
the timing of his statements that creates sympathy for the Rus..., ..
sians.
For Guerard, this is. a rather minor point, and it would not
merit such discussion were it not taken a step further by Tony
Tanner, '''ho sees the narrator as a complacent fool with "no vi~
.
sion of evil" and'draws parp.lells bet'\V'een the narrator and Geneva,
//
represented in the novel as-a/city of orderly dullness. 21 However,
the negative references to the city are made by the narrator himself.

It. is possible that Conrad disliked the Sv/iss and was even

amused by the contrast he had set up between Switzerland and Rus ....
sia.

Yet if TB.nner is correct, the narrator is crudely shoved

aside whenever Conrad ,,,,.i.shes to make a direct statement undercutting what the narrator stands

fo:r~

the narrator seems badly handled!i'

Taken as an ironic figure,
Seen as Conrad's mouthpiece,

he is much more successful.
Under Western Eyes has tvio themes: the destructive forces of
autocracy and revolution and the experience of Razumov, a victim
of these fDrces.

The book begins by showing how Razumov becomes

trapped bet\"een the two forces.

At- the end of Part One, he and

his predicament are set aside, to be Slovlly reintroduced later.
Conrad focuses on the revolutionaries for a while, ridiculing
some, such as Peter Ivanovitch, whom he despises, and developing
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sympathy for others, such as Tekla and Sophia Antonova, whom he
sees as merely misguided.

True, Tekla appears at first in a sa-

tiric light, with her story of "the poor, saintly apple woman"
who converted her to revolutionism. 22 The story manages to be simultaneously horrifying and amusing in its deliberately cheap sentimentali ty.'
The Haldin's are introduced and shown sympathetically from
the very first.

Still, they are creatures of their heritage.

Miss Haldin, for all her kindness, believes in revolution at: any
cost.

She provides the very epigraph of the novel: ttl ,,,ould take.

liberty from any hand as a hungry man ,,,ould snatch a piece of
bread. tr

It- is_ hard to blame her, the autocracy being as horrible

as it is, but it is equally hard to imagine a wonderful;free
state under the leadership of Peter Ivanovitch.

Like. Razumov,

the Baldins are victims, and they serve to keep the destructive.ness of a Russian heritage before the reader until Razumov
pears.

reap~'

They are most important, of course, in triggering Razu-

mov's confession at the end of the book.
However effective Conrad is in rendering his vie,V's of autocracy;and revolution, it is Razumovts psychological experience
which finally dominates

Und~r

Western Eyes.

Razumov turns a revo-

lutionary assassin in to the police and eventually comes to feel
a need for atonement.

The emphasis is not on absolute guilt and

redemption, as in Lord Jim, but on Razumov's o\V'n vision of

him~'

self and on how he is driven to betray Haldin, to become a spy,
and finally to confess.

His experience is morally significant on-

ly in his ovln eyes.
Nuch of Razumovts behavior stems from his sense of isolation.
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In the Author's Note, Conrad writes that "being nobody's child,
he feels rather more keenly than another would that he is a Russian---or he is nothing. 23 This is an important:, ef:fect of Razumov' s sense of isolation, but not the only one.

In addition, he:

has a strong desire to attain signi:ficance in the eyes o:f

others~,

a drive :first mani:fested in his pursuit o:f the silver medal.
'Vhen Haldin appears and tells his story, Razumov develops

m'/O

more traiirs which remain \Vi th him throughout. the novel:: a sense
of being trapped and a :feeling that he can only escape by unburdening himsel:f to. another person.
tion of events sUrrounding

A comparison of the descrip-

:f;ful.din~ s;p~traw~J:~;

in which all o:f

these psychological traits are apparent, with the description of
events surrounding Jim's jump, in which psychological motivation
remains obscure, illustrates the contrast between the two books.
In Lord Jim, Jim's description of the circumstances

surroun~

ding his jump is overlaid with his ovm remarks and 1YlarI01rI'S

re~ . .

.i

sponses to him, as well as by Marlow's remarks to his listeners.
The events, already obscure, seem all the more mysterious and
hard to evaluate after being filtered through two narrators.

The

reader is repeatedly led away from Jim's motivations and the
events themselves.

Jim asks Narlow whether he, in Jimts position,

would have had the courage to swing a maul in order to: shore up
the Patna.

He goes on to justify his behavior, arguing that he

could not have saved anyone in any case.

Marlow turns from the

events themselves to say to his listeners: "These were issues. beyond the competency of a court of inquiry: it was a subtle and momentous quarrel as to the true essence of life, ,,24emphasizing ~~.~

~"'~~,",~r ~,'(, _,~
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the universal implications of Jim's overall failure, rather than
discussing Jim's reasons for not shoring up the ship.

A few

lines later, he goes even farther, saying:lI:J;he mystery of his at' ....
titude got hold of me as though he had been an individual at the
forefront of his kind, as if the obscure truth involved were momentous enough to e:f.fect mankind's conception of itself'."

:];he

mys-

tery catches hold of the reader too, but, rather than attempting
to solve it, Narlow changes the subject: "I'1y fault, of course,
One has no business really to get interested. It.fs,R-weakness o:f
mine. n25 He does return to Jim's mental state after a fashion,
speculating that he was uJi'ascinated by the s"lOrd hanging over his
imaginative head.,,26Marlow conci~-';es of Jim imagining his mffi
death, speaking of Ila hot dance of thoughts in his head. 1I21 nOV{.//

ever he spends little time on the nature of these thoughts, ,but,
changes the subject again, talking about Jimts confession to him,
and the inability of one man to absolve another for such a failure .:J;he; implications of Jim's failure ,for ,Narlm'l and others
again recievB more attention than Jim's motivations.

This is be-

cause it is these implications which are the real subject of the
book.
In Chapter Nine, which ends with the jump, there is more description of Jim t s actions and less commentary by Harlo"l.

Still,

there is almost no probing of the roots of these actions.

The

whole scene has a dreamlike quality.

As in many dreams, a peace-

ful state has inexpl'ica-bly become omiltous.

Earlier, the Patna

seemed at the center of a still and utterJ.y safe \·lorld.

Now, ev-

erything is different.
tIt '\vas black, blackj t pursued Jim, with moody steadiness. It
had sneaked up on us fro'm behind. The infernal thing! I sup-
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pose there had been at the back of my head some hope yet. I
don t t knm'l. But that vlaS allover anyhow. It maddened me
to see myself caught like this. I viaS angry, as though If d
been trapped. I ~ trapp~d128The night was hot, too, I remember. Not a breath of a~r.
What once seemed secure has become QPpressive, nearly claustrophobic.
Jim can recapture his sensations vividly, but cannot or will
not recall any connected thoughts.

He gives, as rmrlow puts it,

Ita strange illusion of passiveness, as though he had not acted
but had suffered himself to be handled by the infernal powers 'I,,'lho
had selected him for the victim of their practical joke. n29 This.
suggests that perhaps Jim is somehow not responsible for his jump.
Yet it is hard to accept this conclusion in view of Jimfs actions.
He must at some level make a decision to walk tm'lards the boat
whether he admits it or not.

lVlarlovl remarks: tiThe inf.ernal joke

was being crammed dov'lll his throat, but---lbok you---he was not
going to admit of any sort of m'lallm'ling motion in his gullet. u30
The ninfernal jokel! idea is thus offered and rejected, leaving
Jim's moral failure unexplained.
scribed.

The decision to jump is not de-

One moment, Jim is experiencing a rush of sensations:

The ship began a slow plunge; the rain swept over her like a
broken sea; my cap fle\'1 off my head; my breath "laS driven
back into my throat. I heard as if I had been on the top of
the tower a wild screech, ""Geo-o-o-orge! Oh J>. jump! She was
going down, dOVffi, head first under me •••• 31·~
and the next he has jumped. lilt had happened somehow~ II says r1ar~
10w. 32Exactly how remains a mystery. The lack of a clear explanation for the jump makes its significance difficult to evaluate
and is responsible for much of the book's enigmatic quality.
In describing the time both before and after the jump, Jim
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makes an effart to. deny any kinship with the ather cre\'JIIlen, even
as Marlaw sametimes tries to. deny kinship with Jim.

Once again,

naw by means 0.1' Jim's attitude, the questian is pased whether ar
nat all men are united in their fallibility.

The reader is asked

whether Jim ar'anyane else has a right to. diJassaciate himself
fram others.
In the chapters leading up to the jump, Jimfs imagination is
often mentianed, and his ability to visualize both what he can recall and what he fears is clearly shawn.
clearly related to his behavior.

It is not, however,

The connectian between his

sion of the Patna sinking and his jump is nat explicated.

vi;;;.~.

Jim :.

does not acknowledge being afraid, though he acts like a fright . . .
ened man.

In Under \vestern Eles, Razum6v t s imagination is every

bi t as active as Jim t s.

Unlike Jim t s, however, it is shmm inter-

acting with his attitudes, so that Razumov's complete psychalogical pracesses are rendered.

\'/hen Haldin tells him 'vlhat he has

done, Razumovts first thought is: "There goes my silver medal! ,,33
Suddenly the object he had hoped would gain him recagnition is
vanishing before his eyes.

After hearing Haldin's story, he imag-

ines being discovered and punished by ~tl).e,:polic~ for' harbaring
b:im~

<"

"",'

He'is sharply conscious of lacking relatives to protect him

and sees himself "creeping, broken down and shabby, abaut the
streets---dying unattended in some filthy hole of a raam, or in
the sardid bed 0.1' a Gavernment haspital. 1I34 His thaughts mave an,
first to. ather implicatians of his laneliness, and then to. reasans far denauncing Haldin.
thinking.

Jim, on the other hand, is nat shmm

He visualizes the ship sinking under him, and then he
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has jumped.
Razumov is oppressed by the thought, til am being crushed and
I can ,·t even run away. II He has tfnot even a moral refuge---the refuge of confidence. n35 Wanting desperately to escapE from the
trap Haldin's appearance has placed him in, he feels that he may
be able to do so by sharing his tale.

He thinks of Russia, the

only substitute he has for a family, seeing in it and

it*~

autoc-

racy tla guarantee. of duration, of safety ••• a work not. of revolutions with their passionate levity of action and their shifting
impulses---but of peace!~36
He may be wrong, but he is not dishonj ~'
est.

"For a train of thought is never false.

The falsehood lies

deep in the necessities of existence, in secret fears and halfformed ambitions, in the secret confidence combined with a secret
mistrust of ourselves, in the love of hope, and the dread of uncertain days.n37
The "necessities of existence lf would seem to be Razumov's
Russian heritage,

If so, the implication is that, in the end,

all thoughts and actions can he..traced to conditions of life • . No
such implication is found in Lord Jim, in \.,hich the mystery surrounding actions is so strongly emphasized, but Lord Jim is about
westerners, like Conrad and Marlow.

Probably neither Conrad nor

Marlow would have liked to be told he was merely the product of
his environment.

On the other hand, both Conrad and the language

teacher see Razumov as an alien because he is a Russian.

Both

are attempting to portray what Conrad calls in the Author's Note
"the psychology of Russia. 1I38 If Russia truly has a unique psychology, it must proceed from the Russian national environment.
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However, if actions could all be attributed to environment, morali ty would be nonexistent and Lord Jim not \wrth writing.

Thus

the philosophical underpinnings of the two books are somewhat different.

Under 1,vestern Eyes hints at a sort of cultural determi""

nism, while Lord Jim does not.

True, the hint is rather slight,

and Uthe secret confidence combined vii th a secret mistrustuof ourselvest! may even be the source of Jimts belief that he will not
fail a second time, and of Narlm,/'s fear :that all are fallible.
Still, there is much more stress on cultural and psychological'
cause and eff'ect in Under

Eyes than in Lord Jim.

~vestern

The language teacher goes on to discuss the necessities of
existence that acted on Razumov and "many brave ( Russian) minds,u
which IIturned away from the vague and endless conflict to the one
great historical fact of the land.

They turned to autocracy.n39

Razumov sees revolutionaries as destroyers and believes that by
denouncing Haldin he can both relieve himself of the burden "'lhich
has suddenly fallen upon him and serve the cause of order.

He

still has not realized that the autocracy is no less destructive
than the revolutionists vrho oppose it.
He is not, however, entirely wi thout misgivings.

His f.ears

of capture and torture show that he is aware of autocracy's dark
side.

This makes him somewhat uneasy.

Haldin represents a de-

structive force, but he is also a human being whom Razumov is
about to ruin.

In his realization of this, Razurnov shows more

sensitivity than Haldin himself, who is willing to cause the
deaths of innocent bystanders in the course of what he sees as
the elimination of a destroyer.

Haldin, unable to see

t\'lO

sides

of an issue, is presurnably not bothered by phantoms) as Razumov is.
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Viere Razumov less sensitive to the complexities of his situation,
he would mere·ly drift wherever he was carried by the forces
around him, instead of being tormented and crushed.as.he:is.
Once Jim and Razumov have made their respective decisions,
both sense that something is terribly wrong.

Jim says: "There

was no going back. It was as if I had jumped into a 'lffell-"'-into
an everlasting de,ep hole. 1I40 Jim :b..as fallen into a darkness that
seems as inescapable'as the darkness of death.

Narlow agrees: ",

"He had indeed jumped into an,Jeverlasting deep hole.

He had tum-

bled from a height he could never scale again.,,41 The Patna is
swallowed up by the darkness and the chief engineer believes it
has gone down.

The disappearance of the ship drives Jim's sense

of separation fx-om' his :past still fUrther' home;.
the

'mora~~y

He, is lost among

inferior', r,epreserited' by the. boat I screw.

darkness they

t~~e

panied by silence.

him for one of their own.

In the

Darkness is accom-

Jim has lost his bearings and seems to have

no hope of ever getting them back. "And all the time it was only
a clouded sky, a sea that did not break, the air that did not
stir. Only a night; only a silence. 1I42 The Patnawill survive,
and Jim '''ill be given another opportunity., It seems: that ·perhaps;
a.iter all, a joke has been played in the darkness.
Razumov's sense that something is wrong develops more slO\'1ly.

This is appropriate to the emphasis on the consciousness of
-ea
guilt in Under ,,[estern Eyes, as opposed to the ~~~ of
l

~I)APj-W'7 -;:fte,/' [I'>

guil~Ain

Lord Jim.

Razumov arrives at his decision by degrees,

and the decision itself seems rational until he is confronted by
the grim realities of autocracy.

He is disgusted by the General,
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who cannot see a revolutionary as a human being.

The General is

a human incarnation of autocracy with its irrational contempt for
human life in the pursuit of its own ends.

His inhumanity pre-

vents him from taking any interest in Razumov's moral
or in Haldin as a person.

exp~rience

The autocracy, like the dark powers

that seem to toy with Jim, iHhisks the fates of human beings a,..,
round unpredictably, although, being a political system, it is
·mare comprehel,]..Sible.. This realization disturbs Razumov, although
o

he will not be sufficiently horrified by it to abandon autocracy
until the end of the book.
\f.hen Haldin descends

Raz~~ovfs

staircase into the darkness,

he vanishes much as the Patna disappears into the darkness of the
squall.

~\

Still, there is a difference bet\'leen the darknesseses) of
~//

the two books.

The darkness in Lord Jim is more mysterious.

fate of the Patna is

urU~nown,

Jim's second opportunity.

The

and its survival unexpected, as is

Razumov, like Jim, feels lost and con-

fused, but the darkness of Russia is not so deceptive as the darkness that surrounds Jim.
ture and death.

Haldin is unquestionably doomed to tor ....

In Lord Jim, the forces that shape men's lives

are shrouded in mystery.

In Under Western Ey:es, t1Fatality enters

your rooms while your. landlady"t s back is turned; you come home.
:;:.-~."

and find it in po.se$si.on be.aring a man t s name, clothed in flesh--../

wearing a brown cloth coat and long boots---lounging against the
stove. ,,43 It even tells you its history, vrhich springs from the
Russian heritage you share

,,,i th it.

The most mysterious aspect

of the Russian darkness is its sinister effectiveness in crushing
everyone who comes under its influence, from its enemy Haldin to
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its faithful servant l'1ikulin.
Botfr,J.i~ts

parts.

In the

and Razumov's lives can be divided roughly into tV[O
first,~.

each makes what he is conscious of as a mor-

al failure •. In the second, each comes to terms vii th his failure
in a new environment.
are sent away.

Neither chooses this new environment; both

In Jim's case, hm/ever, the emphasis is on Narlow

and Stein's reasons for sending him a';',ay, while in Razumovts it
is on his sense of helplessness and the ease "lith which he is
f.orced to leave Petersburg.
As noted above, Ivlarlow's attitude to,\'lards Jim is ambiguous.
In sending him m'lay, he alternately seems to ",ant to help the

poor young man, and to put him out of sight and mind. ~fte sus\
.
pect~he really '1Ilants the latter.
lYIarlow protests his good intentions because he fears to admit his mill wea1mess, then tells the
truth because the subject fascinates him . . and he wants to get to ._
the bottom of it.

He would not tell the story at all ",ere he in-

different ot its implications.

Stein says: HAnd because you not

al\'iays can keep your eyes shut there comes the real trouble---the
heart pain---the world pain. u44 He seems to be speaking of Jim,
but botl1 he and t',Tarlow are simultaneously fascinated and repulsed
by the idea that man is defective.

They want to explore the

na~

ture of this defect by providing a man '1I/ho has failed "vii th an opportunity to succeed and seeing whether he can redeem himselfo
Jim, like Razumov, has "nowhere to

gqil~

45

he

and so"goes \V'here they

send him, but this is lesf:) important than \vhy he is sent, and
what he achieves or fails to acltieve Q
Hikulin's reason for sending Razumov off as a spy is simple.
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He wishes to serve the autocracy.

On the other hand, Razumov's

having novlhere to go is not merely mentioned in passing as is
Jim's, but is given great attention.

ThrouGhout the book, Razum-

ov's sense of isolation and entrapnlent is stressed.

It is large-

ly a feeling of having no one and nowhere to go to that drives
him to denounce Haldin in an effort to unburden himself.

The

tl1'lhere to?t! at the end of Part One and the first fevl paragraphs
of Part Four underline this still more strongly.

Razumov's

desire to confide in another person in order to obtain psychological relief nearly ends in his confessing to Mik-ulin about his
failed attempt to save Haldin.

Apparently it is not v>lhat he con-

fesses, but the act of confession itself '1Hhich fascinates him.
As well as .feeling isolated, he is living on Nikulints sufferance,
and must go \'There Nikulin wishes or be ruined.

He goes to Geneva!

in part:)because. he, haano choice and in part because l'Iikulin convinces him that by serving Russia he \'1ill eventually be able to
escape from his isolation and build a stable life.
Precisely what Jim achieves at the end of his life has been
much debat&d.

Some see him as a success, some as a failure.

Raz-

umov, oy:cbhtrast, unquestionably achieves relief from his e,motioilal:, b'u?;~en. - ~ This is in keeping 'i'li th the different subjects of
the tvlO books.

Lord Jim deals \vi th tricky questions of absolute

morali ty, and \'Thether or not Conrad himsel.f felt he understood
them, the personal moral philosophies of different readers tend
to lead to different conclusions about the book.

It ise:asier,t.o,

agree' on thepsychological'revelations"'ef! Under \'lestern
,-c"-, ~ :,

',E;y:e.~.,

.

In Lord Jim, Jim's confrontation with Brown is described in
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detail, and a moral kinship between the t'i,'TO men is hinted at.
Brm'ffi is repulsive, and yet Jim, externally young, strong, and
confident, resembles him in having once been afraid.

For the

last time in the book, Conrad brings before the reader the ques..,
tion whether any man has a right to f.eel superior to any other in
light of their common weaknesses.

Gustav Morf discusses the way

the exchange between the tvro men points attention tovlards na sickening suggestion of comrnon guilt, of secret knowledge that was
like a bond of their minds and of their hearts. ,,46 r,~orf emphasize.
es the confrontation's effect on Jim, but its effect on the readeer is even more important.

The reader is forced to ponder not on-

ly \vhether Jim can in any sense be placed above "6rmm, but whether i vlarlow or anyone else can be placed above either. MarloYl himself says: !rHobo~ly, nobody is good enough. 1I47 Jim's last act is
described quite briefly, and from a psychological point of view
there is nothing very mysterious ox complex about it.
that by facing Doramin he can atone for his jump.
power derives partly from the contrast

beu~een

He' feels

The scene's

Jim's calm resolu-

tion and the desperation of Je'.'lel and Tamb' Itam, and partly from
the setting; tiThe sky over Patusan was blood-red, immense, strea.ming like an open vein.

An enormous sun nestled crimson amoungst
~. __ .. /-4/

the tree-tops, and the forest below had a black and forbidding

face~tl48rhe very aspect of the heavens indicates a significant,
mysterious, and awful event is about to take place.
Jim's self-assuxance in his last moments does not necessarily
provide the key to the book.

After his death, Marlovl asks: "Is

he satisfied---quite, now, I \'londer? V/e ought to know.

He is one
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of us---and have I not stood up once, like an evoked ghost, to answer for his eternal constancy?

Was I so very wrong after all?u 49

and leaves the reader, presum.ably

II

one of us, \I to seek an answer.

The psychological reasons for Razumov's confession, unlike
those for Jimts facing Doramin, are presented in detail.

Razumov:

has become a spy because he lacks any practical alternative and h ca s
~libAlin

has temporarily convinced him that he will be able to

find recognition and moral stability in the service of autocracy.
As a spy, he encounters the Haldints, vlhose lives have been shattered by the loss of their son and brother.

He is forced to con-

verse with IvIiss Haldin, 'who is full of respect the man she be"'!.'
lieves was her brother's greatest friend.

At the same time, al-

most everyone he meets either praises Haldin or abjures the traitor illho denounced him.

Just before denouncing Haldin, Razumov

thought: "I ,,,ant to be understood. 1I50 iflhen he considered confessing to l-Ukulin: it ' . . as because Uto be understood a:ppeared

ex~_,

tremely faSCinating. ,,51 For a p.e.rsun. ',.;ho so Vlants to be understood, living in a position of lUldeserved respect becomes unendurable.

In addition,

RazTh~ov

has an acute sense of insignificance,

which is sharpened when he meets Haldin's mother.

Haldin will

live on in the minds of his farfrily, but Razumov has no one to remember him.
\'ihen he meets Hiss Haldin after seeing her mother, RazlL1110v T s
desire to be understood and to attain a lasting siGnificance in "
someone elsels eyes come together.

He feels that everything

about his position in Geneva is false, and rejects it completely.
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Since he is regarded as good, he dedides that he is evil.

He une

derstands that j>Iiss Haldin is a victim: but, failing to acknoi-V''''=
ledGe the influence of autocracy, he,;take:s -the role of villian entirely upon himself.
/ ..

If he cannot be rembered as a good man, he

will be rembered as an evil one.

He does not, however, just want

to be despised as an evildoer, but to be understood and forgiven.
He asks Hiss Haldin whether she believes in remorse and she tells
him that she believes all people will be pitied in the end.

This

convinces him that she will be able to understand and absolve him,
that at last he has someone to go to.

By confessing, he relieves

himself' of' his sense of being insignificant and misunq,erstood.
Henceforth, he vlill be rembered and understood as a repentant sinner.
After Jim t s death, l1arlo\,1 speculates "'lhether he is satisfied"
a.

questi6n~'l1.e

can: ,never find:: an. answer. to.

By contrast, the lan-

guage teacher, after describing Razumov's confession to rUss Haldin, presents the last entries in his diary, 'Idhich reveal his final satisfaction and the reasons behind it.

Razumovts confession

to the revolutionaries and his deafening by Nikanor, a creature
who destroys both in the name of autocracy and of revolution, underline the political aspect of the novel.
the psychological aspect.

The diary underlines

It shovlS how Razumov's imagination, on

the basis of Haldin's description of her trustful eyes, has
caused him to see Ivliss Haldin almost as an angel, tfappointed to
undo the evil by making me betray myself back into truth and
peace, lI:i~nd himself almost as

devil, "'lho desired ~rbo steal (Haldin's) sister's soul from her. n52 Guerard believes that Razumov's
al.
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exaggerated conception of his ovrn depravity is a hangover from an
earlier version of the novel, in which Razumov \"las to fall in
love \'"i th Niss Haldin and marry her before confessing. 53 This may
be partly correct, but it is not psychologically inconsistent
with Razumovts character as it stands that he should execrate himself so strongly.

Although there is little mention of religion

in the novel, Razumov obviously feels that he must p1..1.rify himself
spiritually.

Such purification can only be obtained through self-

humiliation, acknowledgement that one is a great sinner.

Razumov

may well be heaping abuse on himself so as to humiliate himself
more fully.
As Razumov sets off to confess to the revolutionaries, there
is an ambivalence on the narrator's part, which no doubt reflects
Conrad t s ovm mixed feelings. Raz1LT1lov is called lithe puppet of
his past. u54 tlHis pastH could be taken to mean his social heritage, but things seem more complicated than that.

He leaves on

the stroke of midnight to face the revolutionaries, just as Haldin once left at midnight to face the autocrats, the other side
of the Russian horror.

Russia is somehow more than just a

-tic nation with a bad political system.
fluence over its

OwR" :people~s

lives.

chao~-

It casts a destructive inlfhile it is mainly a psycho-

logical and political novel, Under Western Eyes occasionally resembles Lord Jim in casting out hints of something dark and inexplicable, though in the later novel this mysterious thing is
y:ariably

in~

th Ru.~-sia ...,
.as~ociated'w,i
.

For all that, Razumov's

triu~ph

is much more clear than Jim's.

It is not a moral triumph, but one of self assertion, an Ifescape
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from the prison of lies. il55 Until his confession, he is too much
the product of his surroundings to be held guilty, although he perhaps could hAve been had he continued to decieve the Raldins.
Thus it is hard to say that he atones for anything.

Rather, by

telling the truth in accordance 'vii th his inner drives and in
spite of excellent external reasons not to, he asserts himself in
a way that gains him the recognition and respect he has always
yearned for.

Tekla devoteS. herself to him and Sophia Antonova ad-

mires his character.
Lord Jim

is about human

atoning for moral failure.

we~~ess

and the possibility of

Jim's psychology is secondary.

It is

scantily rendered and sometimes seems a mystery even to him.

Mar-

low Iii th his digressions. and self-contradictions forces the reader to draw his
book.

Olin

conclusions about the mOTal meaning of the

Under Western Eyes is a treatment of the psychological ex-

perience of guilt and atonement.

The essentially direct narrator

whose access to Razumov 1 s diary and ability to interpret it makes
him nearly

o~niscient

serves excellently to reveal Razumov's TILner

experience ..
In choosing to explore psychology in Under Western Eyes, Conrad chose EO use the well-informed, essentially uninvolved language teacher as narrator.
portrait. of Razumov.

The result is a fine psychological

In painting this portrait, the teacher so

thoroughly analyses Razumov's motivations that it is hard to imagine him acting Qtherl'lise than he does, and hence hard to fault
him.

Harlow, with his personal involvement and limited informa-

tion, could never have dravffi such a portrait of Jim, but he is
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very effective as a device for exploring the implicatioJ:1.B. of' human
moral vveakness.
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